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Abstract
We give a linear PDE system, with analytic initial conditions given w.r.t. an orderly ranking, the
solution of which is not analytic (moreover the solution is not Gevrey for any order).
This example proves that the analyticity Riquier theorem (generalization of the Cauchy–
Kovalevskaya theorem) does not generalize to PDE systems endowed with orderly rankings.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the following example, which is a partial linear differential
system (ux x denotes ∂2u∂x2 , . . .):
C
{
ux x = uxy + uyy + v (1)
vyy = vxy + vx x + u (2)
u(0, y) = ux(0, y) = ey and v(x, 0) = vy(x, 0) = ex .
We prove that this system admits a unique formal power series solution and that
this solution is not analytic (i.e. is not convergent in the neighbourhood of the origin).
Moreover, we prove that the solution is not Gevrey for any order.
That is a quite surprising result since this example satisfies almost all the condi-
tions needed to apply the Riquier analyticity theorem (generalization of the Cauchy–
Kovalevskaya theorem) which proves the existence and the uniqueness of an analytic solu-
tion of PDE systems.
More exactly, the Riquier analyticity theorem does not apply to the example, since the
initial conditions are not given w.r.t. a Riquier ranking (we explain in Section 2 how initial
conditions and rankings are linked).
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Riquier defined in Riquier (1910) rankings which are now called Riquier rankings.
Nowadays, we use rankings (defined by Kolchin in Kolchin, 1973) which are slightly more
general than the Riquier rankings.
It is well known (since Kovalevskaya) that the use of orderly rankings is important.
Recall the heat example (u(x, t) is the heat of a bar at time t and position x): ut (x, t) =
ux x(x, t) with u(x, 0) = 1/(1 − x) whose solution in formal power series is not analytic.
One conjectured that the Riquier analyticity theorem could generalize to orderly
rankings. Our example proves that this conjecture is false.
2. Mathematical background
In this section, we explain the link between rankings and initial conditions. We also
recall some results related to the Riquier theorem.
A derivation over a ring R is a map δ : R → R such that δ(a + b) = δa + δb and
δ(ab) = (δa)b + a(δb) for every a, b ∈ R. A differential ring is a ring endowed with
finitely many derivations which commute pairwise. The commutative monoid generated by
the derivations is denoted by Θ . Its elements are the derivation operators θ = δa11 · · · δamm
where the ai are non-negative integer numbers. The sum of the exponents ai , called the
order of the operator θ , is denoted by ord θ . The identity operator is the unique operator
with order 0.
Let U = {u1, . . . , un} be a set of differential indeterminates. Derivation operators apply
over differential indeterminates giving derivatives θu. We denote ΘU the set of all the
derivatives.
In the example, U = {u, v} and Θ = {δx, δy}. δ2xu is denoted ux x .
Let us introduce the definitions of ranking and orderly ranking:
Definition (Ranking). A ranking is a total ordering over the set of the derivatives
(Kolchin, 1973, p. 75) satisfying the following axioms:
• δv > v for each derivative v and derivation δ,
• v > w δv > δw for all derivatives v and w and derivation δ.
Definition (Orderly Ranking). A ranking R is said to be orderly if ord θ1 > ord θ2
θ1v > θ2w for all derivation operators θ1 and θ2 and differential indeterminates v
and w.
In this paper, we consider the orderly ranking R given1 in Reid and Rust
(1998, Section 6) (article which classifies rankings):
u < v < uy < ux < vx < vy < uyy < uxy < ux x < vx x < vxy < vyy < · · · .
The greatest derivative (w.r.t. a ranking) which occurs in an equation f is called
the leader of f . The derivatives ux x and vyy are respectively the leaders (w.r.t. R) of
Eqs. (1) and (2). These two derivatives split the set of all derivatives into two classes: the
derivatives which are derivatives of ux x or vyy and those which are not. One can visualize
this in the Fig. 1 which is called the stair of the leaders.
1 Except x and y are swapped.
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Fig. 1. Stair of the leaders uxx and vyy .
The initial conditions are given by four functions which fix the values of the derivatives
in the non-striped area. We say that the initial conditions are fixed w.r.t. the rankingR. Note
that initial conditions and the ranking are closely linked since the set of the derivatives in
the non-striped area depends on the leaders, which depend on the ranking. Fixed initial
conditions lead to a unique formal power series solution (if it exists). The existence and
uniqueness is discussed in Section 5. We illustrate this property on our example.{
u(x, y) = u(0, 0)+ ux(0, 0)x + uy(0, 0)y + ux x(0, 0) x22 + uxy(0, 0)xy + · · ·
v(x, y) = v(0, 0)+ vx (0, 0)x + vy(0, 0)y + vx x(0, 0) x22 + vxy(0, 0)xy + · · · .
Indeed, if we admit the existence and uniqueness, one can compute the value of any
derivative in the following way:
• either the derivative is in the non-striped area: it equals 1 since the initial conditions
are given by exponential functions,
• or the derivative is in the striped region: it can be expressed (by differentiating
Eqs. (1) and (2)) by an equation involving smaller derivatives. Continuing, this
process stops.
For example, the coefficient ux x x(0, 0) can be computed using Eq. (1) twice:
ux x x(0, 0) = ux xy(0, 0)+ uxyy(0, 0)+ vx (0, 0)
= uxyy(0, 0)+ uyyy(0, 0)+ vy(0, 0)+ uxyy(0, 0)+ vx (0, 0)
= 1 + 1 + 1+ 1 + 1 = 5.
Definition (Riquier Ranking). A ranking R is said to be a Riquier ranking if θ1u > θ2u
(where u is any differential indeterminate, θ1 and θ2 are any derivation operators) implies
θ1v > θ2v for all differential indeterminates v.2
Obviously, the ranking R is not a Riquier ranking since we have both vx < vy and
ux > uy .
One could have chosen to specify the initial conditions w.r.t. another ranking R˜ : u <
v < uy < ux < vy < vx < uyy < uxy < ux x < vyy < vxy < vx x < · · ·.
2 This is not the original definition of Riquier and the proof of their equivalence is in Reid and Rust (1998).
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Fig. 2. Stair of uxx and vxx .
The ranking R˜ is a Riquier ranking. For this ranking, initial conditions have to be described
in another way (see Fig. 2) since the leaders of Eqs. (1) and (2) are respectively ux x
and vx x .
In this situation, the Riquier analyticity theorem (as well as the Cauchy–Kovalevskaya
theorem, see Petrovsky, 1954, p. 14 for example) applies if the initial conditions are
analytic (i.e. u(0, y), ux(0, y), v(0, y), vx (0, y) are analytic). Indeed, the hypothesis of
the Riquier analyticity theorem is satisfied:
• (C) is both orthonomic3 and passive4 for the ranking R˜,5
• R˜ is an orderly Riquier ranking.
Thus the system (C) admits a unique formal power series solution which is analytic.
The Riquier analyticity theorem does not generalize to orderly rankings since the
counterexample presented in this paper satisfies all the hypothesis of the Riquier analyticity
theorem (except the Riquier ranking hypothesis of course). The next section gives a
rigorous proof of the non-analyticity of the solution.
3. Proof of the non-analyticity
We first give an informal explanation of the non-analyticity of the solution. Then we give
a rigorous proof based on the fact that the set of real numbers E = {( 1i! ∂ i u∂xi (0, 0))1/ i ∣∣ i ≥ 1}
must be bounded for u to be analytic, a condition that E does not satisfy.
3.1. Informal explanation
The computation of uxi (0, 0) involves a computation similar to a Fibonacci sequence.
To compute uxi (0, 0), one differentiates Eq. (1) and gets:
uxi (0, 0) = uxi−1 y(0, 0)+ uxi−2 y2(0, 0)+ vxi−2 (0, 0).
3 The leader of each equation appears linearly.
4 Condition which ensures the existence of a solution for arbitrary initial conditions. Roughly speaking, the
integrability conditions must be solved.
5 See Riquier (1910) and Janet (1920) for the definitions of orthonomic and passive systems.
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Fig. 3. Computing uxi (0, 0).
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Fig. 4. Computation sequence.
Thus the term uxi (0, 0) is the sum of the next two upperleft derivatives (as shown in
Fig. 3) plus another non-negative term: that is close to the Fibonacci sequence.
Continuing, one gets uxi (0, 0) = fi−2vyi−2(0, 0)+ something positive (this formula is
proved in the next subsection) where ( fi )i∈N denotes the (one-shifted) Fibonacci sequence:
f0 = f1 = 0 and fn+2 = fn+1 + fn for n ≥ 0.
By symmetry, the computation of vyi−2(0, 0) raises the same phenomenon in the
opposite direction as shown in Fig. 4.
Continuing again, one achieves a zigzag computation. Finally, the value of uxi (0, 0)
is greater than a product of terms of the one-shifted Fibonacci sequence. That makes the
coefficients grow too fast, implying that u and v are not analytic.
3.2. The proof
Definition. A formal power series S = ∑(i, j )∈N2 ci, j x i y j of two variables x and y with
coefficients in C, is said to be analytic at the origin if it is convergent in a non-empty
neighbourhood of the origin.
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Lemma 3.1. Let S be a formal power series of x and y with coefficients in C, S =∑
(i, j )∈N2 ci, j x i y j . If S is analytic at the origin, the set of real numbers E = {|ci, j |1/(i+ j ) |
i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1} is bounded.
That is actually a direct consequence of Hadamard’s lemma, which expresses the
convergence radius of a formal power series.
Proof. There exists a positive real r such that S =∑(i, j )∈N2 ci, j r i+ j is convergent. Thus
the term |ci, j r i+ j | is bounded by a positive real M for any integers i and j . Therefore, if
i ≥ 1 and j ≥ 1, |ci, j | ≤ M/r i+ j and |ci, j |1/(i+ j ) ≤ max(M, 1)/r . 
We prove that both formal power series
u(x, y) =
∑
(i, j )∈N2
uxi y j (0, 0)
i ! j ! x
i y j and v(x, y) =
∑
(i, j )∈N2
vxi y j (0, 0)
i ! j ! x
i y j
are not analytic at the origin.
We introduce the two sequences: ai, j = uxi y j (0, 0) and bi, j = vxi y j (0, 0).
By differentiating Eq. (1), we have ai, j = ai−1, j+1 + ai−2, j+2 + bi−2, j if j ≥ 0 and
i ≥ 2. The initial conditions on u imply ai, j = 1 if j ≥ 0 and i ≤ 1. Thus we have:
ai, j = ai−1, j+1 + ai−2, j+2 + bi−2, j if i ≥ 2 (3)
ai, j = 1 if i ≤ 1
bi, j = bi+1, j−1 + bi+2, j−2 + ai, j−2 if j ≥ 2
bi, j = 1 if j ≤ 1.
The system and its initial conditions remain the same if one simultaneously swaps x
and y, and u and v. That explains the property ai, j = b j,i for any integers i and j . Indeed,
if i ≤ 1, we have ai, j = 1 = b j,i . If i ≥ 2, we have (using a proof by induction on i )
ai, j = ai−1, j+1 + ai−2, j+2 + bi−2, j = b j+1,i−1 + b j+2,i−2 + a j,i−2 = b j,i . Therefore, we
only focus on the non-analyticity of the formal power series u(x, y).
The proof is made of two steps:
Step 1. We prove the formula (F) for i ≥ 2, j ≥ 0:
ai, j = fi +
i−2∑
k=0
ak+ j,i−2−k fk (F)
where ( fi )i∈N is the sequence: f0 = f1 = 1 and fn+2 = fn+1 + fn for n ≥ 0.
Step 2. Using (F), we prove that the set E = {( |a2i,0|
(2i)!
)1/(2i) ∣∣ i ≥ 1} is not bounded. That
implies that u is not analytic thanks to the Lemma 3.1.
Step 1. We prove (F) by induction on i .
Induction basis: (F) is true for any j and 2 ≤ i ≤ 3.
If i = 2, for any j :
(F) gives a2, j = f2 + a j,0 f0 = 2 + b0, j .
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Eq. (3) gives a2, j = a1, j+1 + a0, j+2 + b0, j = 2 + b0, j . These two values coincide.
If i = 3, for any j :
(F) gives a3, j = f3 + a j,1 f0 + a j+1,0 f1 = 3 + b1, j + b0, j+1.
Eq. (3) gives a3, j = a2, j+1 + a1, j+2 + b1, j = a1, j+2 + a0, j+3 + b0, j+1 + a1, j+2 +
b1, j = 3 + b0, j+1 + b1, j . These two values coincide. That concludes the induction basis.
Induction hypothesis: (F) is true for i , i + 1 and any j .
We now show that (F) is true for i + 2 and any j .
ai+2, j = ai+1, j+1 + ai, j+2 + bi, j using (3)
= fi+1 +
i−1∑
k=0
ak+ j+1,i−1−k fk + fi +
i−2∑
k=0
ak+ j+2,i−2−k fk + a j,i
= ( fi+1 + fi )+ a j+1,i−1 +
i−1∑
k=1
ak+ j+1,i−1−k fk
+
i−1∑
k=1
ak+ j+1,i−1−k fk−1 + a j,i
= fi+2 + a j+1,i−1 +
i−1∑
k=1
ak+ j+1,i−1−k fk+1 + a j,i
= fi+2 + a j+1,i−1 f1 +
i∑
k=2
ak+ j,i−k fk + a j,i f0
= fi+2 +
i∑
k=0
ak+ j,i−k fk .
Thus (F) is true for i + 2 and any j . That ends the proof and Step 1.
Step 2. We prove that the set E is not bounded.
Since the initial conditions equal 1 and because of the special form of the equations
of C , it is obvious (using a proof by induction) that all ai, j and bi, j are positive.
Thus, for i ≥ 2 and any j , we deduce from (F) that ai, j ≥ ai−2+ j,0 fi−2. Therefore, we
have:
a2i,0 ≥ f2i−2a2i−2,0 ≥ · · · ≥ f2i−2 f2i−4 · · · f2 f0 since a0,0 = 1.
Using the classical theory of linear induction sequences with constant coefficients, one
can deduce:
fn = 1√5 ((1 − α2)α
n
1 + (α1 − 1)αn2 )
where
α1 = (1 +
√
5)/2 and α2 = (1 −
√
5)/2.
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Since |α2| < 1, we have fi ∼i→∞ (1− α2)/
√
5αi1. Choosing a real r1 satisfying 1 <
r1 < α1, there exists an integer i0 such that: fi ≥ (1 − α2)/
√
5r i1 for i ≥ i0. For a well
chosen positive real M1, we have fi ≥ M1r i1 for i ≥ 0. Thus:
a2i,0 ≥ Mi1(r2i−21 r2i−41 · · · r01 ) ≥ Mi1(r i−11 · · · r1)2 = Mi1(r i(i−1)/21 )2 = Mi1r i(i−1)1
ln
((
a2i,0
(2i)!
)1/(2i))
= 1
2i
ln
a2i,0
(2i)!
≥ 1
2i
ln
(
Mi1r
i(i−1)
1
(2i)!
)
= 1
2i
(i ln M1 + i(i − 1) ln r1 − ln((2i)!))
= (i − 1)
2
(
ln M1
i − 1 + ln r1 −
ln((2i)!)
i(i − 1)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A(i)
.
Let us have a look at the three terms of the sum A(i) when i goes to infinity. The first
ln M1
i−1 converges to 0, the second ln r1 is constant and strictly positive since r1 > 1. The third
term converges to 0 (see the lines below), thus ( a2i,0
(2i)!
)1/(2i)
converges to infinity implying
that E is not bounded. That proves the non-analyticity of the functions u and v.
We now prove that the third term ln((2i)!)i(i−1) converges to 0.
The Stirling formula gives: (2i)! ∼i→∞
( 2i
e
)2i√4π i . Therefore, there exists an integer
i1 such that i ≥ i1 implies (2i)! ≤ 2
( 2i
e
)2i√4π i .
If i ≥ i1:
ln((2i)!)
i(i − 1) ≤
ln 2 + 2i ln 2i
e
+ 12 ln(4π i)
i(i − 1)
= ln 2
i(i − 1) +
2(ln 2 + ln i − 1)
i − 1 +
1
2
ln(4π i)
i(i − 1) .
This inequality implies that ln((2i)!)i(i−1) converges to 0 when i goes to infinity.
4. Gevrey properties of the solutions
Gevrey introduced a class of series which extends the class of analytic series. These
Gevrey series are useful in resummation methods and in the resolution of differential
equations: we know (since Maillet, 1903) that the formal power solution of a nonlinear
analytic ordinary differential equation is always Gevrey for a certain order. Moreover, the
equation must have a singularity at the expansion point for the solution to be divergent.
We prove that the solutions u(x, y) and v(x, y) of C are not Gevrey of order s for any
real s. I do not know whether similar systems (i.e. PDE systems with no singularities and
analytic initial conditions whose solution is not Gevrey) have already been considered in
the literature. Nevertheless, the system C shows that there is a great difference between the
solutions of ODE and PDE systems.
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Definition (Gevrey Series of Order s). Let S(x, y) be a series of x and y with coefficients
in C, S =∑(i, j )∈N2 ci, j x i y j and s be a real number.
The series S(x, y) is said to be Gevrey of order s if there exist two positive reals M and
r such that: |ci, j | ≤ Mri+ j (i + j)!s for any non-negative integers i and j .
In particular, a Gevrey series of order less than 0 is analytic.
Lemma 4.1. Let S = ∑(i, j )∈N2 ci, j x i y j be Gevrey of order s. Then the set of reals
E = {( |ci, j |
(i+ j )!s
)1/(i+ j ) | i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1} is bounded.
Proof. If i ≥ 1 and j ≥ 1, we have:( |ci, j |
(i + j)!s
)1/(i+ j )
≤
(
Mri+ j (i + j)!s
(i + j)!s
)1/(i+ j )
≤ (Mri+ j )1/(i+ j )
≤ max(1, M)r. 
Using the calculus of the previous section, we have for any real s:
ln
((
a2i,0
(2i)!s+1
)1/(2i))
= ln
((
a2i,0
(2i)!(s+1)
)1/(2i))
≥ (i − 1)
2
(
ln M1
i − 1 + ln r1 − (s + 1)
ln((2i)!)
i(i − 1)
)
.
For the same reasons as in the previous section, the term
( a2i,0
(2i)!s+1
)1/(2i)
converges to
infinity when i goes to infinity. That proves, thanks to the Lemma 4.1, that u(x, y) is not
Gevrey of order s, for any real s.
Nevertheless, one can prove that the series u(x, y) and v(x, y) are q-Gevrey of level 1,
with q > 1:
Definition (q-Gevrey Series of Level 1). Let S(x, y) be a series of x and y with
coefficients in C, S =∑(i, j )∈N2 ci, j x i y j . Let q be a positive real number.
The series S(x, y) is said to be q-Gevrey of level 1 if there exist two positive reals M
and r such that: |ci, j | ≤ Mq(i+ j )(i+ j−1)/2r i+ j for any non-negative integers i and j .
We have to prove that there exist three positive reals q , M and r such that: ai, ji! j ! ≤
Mq(i+ j )(i+ j−1)/2r i+ j for any integers i and j .
Using Eq. (3), one obviously proves that an,0 = max{ai, j }i+ j=n for any n. Thus,
it suffices to prove that there exist three positive reals q , M and r such that an,0 ≤
Mqn(n−1)/2rn for any n. Indeed, if i + j = n:
ai, j
i ! j ! ≤ ai+ j,0 ≤ Mq
(i+ j )(i+ j−1)/2r i+ j .
Using (F), we have for n ≥ 2:
an,0 = fn +
n−2∑
k=0
ak,n−2−k fk ≤ fn + an−2,0
n−2∑
k=0
fk .
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Using the formula
fn = 1√
5
((1 − α2)αn1 + (α1 − 1)αn2 )
for n ≥ 0, there exist two positive reals M2 > 1 and r2 > 1 such that fi ≤ M2r i2 for i ≥ 0.
If n ≥ 2, we have:
an,0 ≤ M2rn2 + an−2,0
n−2∑
k=0
M2rk2 ≤ M2
(
rn2 + an−2,0
rn−12 − 1
r2 − 1
)
≤ M3rn2 an−2,0 where M3 = M2(1 + 1/(r2 − 1)).
If n = 2 p(p ≥ 1): an,0 ≤ M3r2p2 · · · M3r22 = Mn/23 rn/2×(n+3)/22 .
If n = 2 p + 1(p ≥ 1): an,0 ≤ M3r2p+12 · · · M3r32 = M(n−1)/23 r (n−1)/2×(n+3)/22 .
For n ≥ 2, an,0 ≤ √M3nr4n/42 rn(n−1)/42 = (
√
M3r2)n
√
r2
n(n−1)/2
. This inequality holds
too for n = 0 and 1 (since M3 > 1 and r2 > 1). That proves that u(x, y) is √r2-Gevrey.
5. Existence and uniqueness of the solution
There are two ways to prove the existence and uniqueness of the formal power
series solution. The first involves the Ritt and Kolchin differential algebra (Ritt, 1950;
Kolchin, 1973) and results from Rosenfeld (1959) and Seidenberg (1958). The second uses
the existence and uniqueness Riquier theorem. Both ways require very technical theories
which cannot be recalled in this article. Therefore, the given arguments highly refer to
external results.
Using differential algebra
Let us denote R the differential polynomial ring Q[Θ{u, v}] and R0 the polynomial
ring over Q of the partially reduced polynomial w.r.t. C for the rankingR (R0 is the set of
polynomials in the derivatives of the non-striped area plus ux x and vyy).
1. C is an autoreduced coherent set in the sense of Rosenfeld.
2. The Rosenfeld lemma applies: every solution of C considered as an algebraic system
of R0 extends to a unique differential solution (a couple (u, v) in a differential field
extension of Q) of C .
3. The four analytic functions fix the value at the origin for each derivative in the non-
striped area. The values of ux x and vyy at the origin are deduced from Eqs. (1) and
(2). Thus the initial conditions give a solution to the system C considered as an
algebraic system of R0.
4. The Seidenberg theorem applies: every differential solution of C (in a differential
field extension of Q) can be viewed as a formal power series solution in G[[x, y]],
where G is an algebraic extension of Q.
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Using the Riquier–Janet theory
The classical existence and uniqueness Riquier theorem requires a Riquier ranking.
However, this theorem is also true for general rankings (Rust et al., 1999, Theorem 2).
The Theorem 2 of Rust et al. (1999) applies since the system C is a Riquier basis and
the initial conditions define a specification of initial data for C . That ensures that C admits
a unique formal power series solution.
6. Conclusion
This paper proves that the Riquier analyticity theorem does not generalize to orderly
rankings.
However, this paper does not prove that a Riquier ranking is essential. Actually, we can
hope there exists a less restrictive version of the Riquier analyticity theorem which does
not require a Riquier ranking.
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Appendix. Drach transformation
The Drach transformation is a method consisting in transforming a PDE system
involving several differential indeterminates into an equivalent system involving only one.
Then the analyticity of the solution of the new system may be proved more easily.
The Drach transformation consists (in our example) in introducing two new derivations
(δr and δs) as well as an extra differential indeterminate w. The purpose is to transform
the system C in a system involving only w. We set wrr = wrs = wss = 0 and
we replace u and v in the system C respectively by wr and ws . We operate the same
replacement on the initial conditions. Then, the new system (with its initial conditions)
only involves w. Therefore if (U(x, y), V (x, y)) is a solution of the initial system, then
W (x, y, r, s) = rU(x, y)+ sV (x, y)+ F(x, y) (where F(x, y) is an arbitrary function) is
a solution of the new system. Conversely, any solution of the new system yields a solution
(U, V ) of the initial system.
The Drach transformation should conclude by applying the Riquier theorem on the
new system. Nevertheless, the Riquier theorem does not apply since the ordering on the
derivatives of w induced byR is not a ranking:
wr < ws < wry < wrx < wsx < wsy < wryy < wrxy < wrx x < wsx x < · · · .
Indeed, wry < wrx and wsx < wsy would respectively imply wy < wx and wx < wy
which is impossible. This contradiction is directly linked to the fact thatR is not a Riquier
ranking. Therefore, the Drach transformation mainly works if the initial ranking is a
Riquier ranking.
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